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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A hardware load-balancer (HWLB) is positioned as the primary
entry point into your WebLogic Server domain. Aspects of your
application use SSL to protect data on the network from your
clients to your domain.
Which configuration provides the best performance for your
domain? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Configure the HWLB to use pass-through SSL, configure an SSL
hardware accelerator on WebLogic, and terminate SSL.
B. Configure the HWLB to delegate SSL handling to the WebLogic
Proxy Plug-in and terminate SSL.
C. Configure the HWLB to use pass through SSL to the WebLogic
Server that it connects to, and terminate SSL.
D. Configure the HWLB to use an SSL hardware accelerator and
terminate SSL.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
In most of the architectures, the SSL is terminated at the
hardware load balancer for performance reasons and allows the
internal traffic to use HTTP for communication.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You administer an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant
where Box is configured for:
- Application Access
- Password Single Sign-on
An employee moves to an organizational unit that does not
require access to Box through the Access Panel.

You need to remove only Box from the list of applications only
for this user.
What should you do?
A. Disable the user's account in Windows A
B. Delete the user from the Azure AD tenant.
C. Delete the Box Application definition from the Azure AD
tenant.
D. From the Management Portal, remove the user's assignment to
the application.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
In some states it is a crime to begin a criminal case without
probable cause in bad faith and with the intent of harassing or
injuring the other party. The crime is:
A. Misprision of a felony
B. Malicious prosecution
C. Felonious harassment
D. Felonious intent
E. None of the above
Answer: B
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